Does a specific MR imaging protocol with a supine-lying subject replicate tarsal kinematics seen during upright standing?
Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is becoming increasingly important in the study of foot biomechanics. Specific devices have been constructed to load and position the foot while the subject is lying supine in the scanner. The present study examines the efficacy of such a newly developed device in replicating tarsal kinematics seen during the more commonly studied standing loading conditions. The results showed that although knee flexion and the externally applied load were carefully controlled, subtalar and talo-navicular joint rotations while lying during MR imaging and when standing (measured opto-electrically with markers attached to intracortical pins) did not match, nor were they systematically shifted. Thus, the proposed MR protocol cannot replicate tarsal kinematics seen during upright standing. It is concluded that specific foot loading conditions have to be considered when tarsal kinematics are evaluated. Improved replication of tarsal kinematics in different postures should comprehensively consider muscle activity, a fixed hip position, and a well-defined point of load application.